
Rich Hopkins & Luminarios El Otro Lado/The Other Side  Blue Rose   

 

Blue Rose veteran Rich Hopkins is back with a new record and for the first time in over four years 

even the name Luminarios is back on it. Rich Hopkins and his Luminarios stand for unconditional 

guitar rock, true Tucson Rock’n Roll, Byrds-style Psychedelic Pop  - electricity on its highest level and 

genuine power. El Otro Lado/The Other Side certainly isn’t any different! 

 

The new Luminarios album is moving in the same direction of the preceding 2006 record The Horse I 

Rode In On and classics like Dirt Town, El Paso und The Glorious Sounds Of, on the other hand it 

profits from Hopkins new lifestyle. It’s generally known that he found the love of his life, Lisa Novak, 

who doesn’t just care for his happiness and emotional wellbeing but adds herself as an accomplished 

musician competent and stunningly clear to the usually masculine characterized Hopkins desert 

cosmos. The duo CD Loveland (Blue Rose, 2008) already showed that and can be heard on El Otro 

Lado as well, since Novak took the solid place next to the well-tried rhythm guys Ken Andree/Bass 

und Bruce Halper/Drums (Sidewinders, Sand Rubies). She gets the co-credits as producer and besides 

two songs as songwriter as well (and we’re not thinking of Linda McCartney!), she plays guitar and 

percussion, and with her dark nasal contralto voice a great addition to the up to now sophisticated 

Luminarios backing vocals, she even takes on one or the other lead part in fine-tuning with Rich. Any 

bet, he got influenced by her Americana/pop past with the very unique jingle-jangle twang sound 

that’s noticeable throughout the record like a recurrent theme. 

The songwriting quality on El Otro Lado is on such an extraordinary high level and the music so 

versatile like probably on no other Luminarios record before.  Therefore the remaining two tracks 

have to be mentioned as well since they’re in no way inferior to the others - far from it! 'Lou Reed', 

basically the big Lisa Novak song, on which she can really shine with her brilliant voice and leaves the 

desire for a new solo record. Almost casually we experience here the two very best Rich Hopkins 

guitar soli, tight, edged and down to the point, feedback soaked! 

Tracklist: 

1.   Love Is A Muse 

2.   Guajira 

3.   World On Fire 

4.   Lou Reed 

5.   Better Days 

6.   Breathe In/Out 

7.   Good Intentions 

8.   El Otro Lado Suite 

a)   Prelude 

b)   El Otro Lado/The Other Side 

c)   Amalia's Story 

9.   U R Not Alone 

10. Land Of Broken Dreams 
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